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Dear readers,
A feel for both innovation and tradition, an ability to respond
rapidly yet remain level-headed, young and old – characteristics that at first glance seem contradictory. But they are not
mutually exclusive. To combine them is one of our daily responsibilities. Dynamic markets require reliable, state-of-theart technology. Customers require fast, highly professional
service that helps their businesses. Junior members of staff
add a breath of fresh air yet are reliant on a transfer of knowledge from their more experienced colleagues.
Dialogue is a key to sustainable progress, which results from
addressing these opposites. In order to innovate in a economically sound way, companies need to know what their
markets require. We obtain this knowledge by communicating regularly with users, research institutions and suppliers
– to ensure sustainable progress for our company in general
and the enhancement of our products in particular.
Not only is technology in transformation, but so are the people that use it – young people bring different habits, educational backgrounds and aspirations with them. So it is important to scrutinise not just production-related factors but also
how machines are operated.

Dr.-Ing. Alois Mundt

We have done so and have redesigned our machine control
system. You can read what that has to do with Generations
“X” and “Y” as well as with books and tablet PCs from page 4
onwards. The LHGe@rtec control system is an expression
of the way we conduct ourselves: traditionally reliable and
specifically innovative. We say yes to innovation yet it must
always be substantiated – based on a targeted transfer of
knowledge.
That is exactly what our training programmes are about.
Read at page 32 why we run a dedicated department with
special facilities for this purpose. Remember: only valueadding innovation deserves to be termed a “solution”.
We hope you enjoy reading this issue!

Dr.-Ing. Alois Mundt
Managing Director of Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH
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Controls for Generations:
from Books to Tablet PCs
The new LHGe@rtec machine control system
is the result of an integrated vision

Reading is what they have in common. Yet the differences
between the people pictured above are substantial. One is
reading on printed paper as has been the custom for centuries. The other person is viewing a screen and switches in
a matter of seconds from app to app – from a news website
to their email account and Facebook. Habits change from
generation to generation and with them so do interests,
needs and attention spans. People talk about Generation X
(born roughly between 1960 and 1980) and Generation Y

(born from around 1980 onwards to 1995).* But what does
all this have to do with mechanical engineering, with gear
hobbing and shaping and generating grinding?
A great deal, believes Dr. Alois Mundt, Managing Director of
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH: “We regard this development as exciting and of major importance. We must adapt our
products to keep up with these trends, to make operating our
products as easy as possible for the users of tomorrow.”
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The fact is that not only the demands on products manufactured using machine tools are evolving. The change in
how people, especially the younger generation, handle different kinds of media means that in the future machinery
will be operated by people, for whom smartphones are a
part of everyday life and whose only source of information
about the era before PCs, video game consoles and the
Internet is TV – or Wikipedia.
Reaction to changed user habits
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik was ahead of the times when it
launched its Windows-based machine control system at
the beginning of the 1990s. This system was designed to
be used by technicians, who had to complete extensive
training to be able to operate the system and who had a
thorough knowledge of gear cutting.
Now the company is once again taking a giant step forward
by launching the new LHGe@rtec control system, as Alois
Mundt explains: “We have taken a close look at how the
habits, needs and intellectual abilities of potential users of
our machines have changed. Based on these observations,
our mathematics, computer science and applications engineering experts have developed a completely new control
system. Our people, the computer and the software save
users a great deal of work.”
Integrated specialist knowledge
This simplification also helped to meet another challenge in
this regard – namely ever shorter periods of employment.
High staff fluctuation rates mean training periods are getting
shorter and shorter. The intelligently designed LHGe@rtec
system counteracts this problem. It provides suggested or
default values, monitors any data entered and is tolerant of
operator errors.
Controls are available for various tasks, e.g. pre-defined correction loops. These function like apps and can accommodate
a high degree of customisation and modular expandability.
The entire operating system is only as complex as each user
requires it to be. Staff can quickly get their bearings on the intuitively designed user interface, which has a structure they
are familiar with, meaning they can work productively after
just a short time – a great deal of the specialist knowledge
that staff previously had has now been integrated. One of the
crucial tasks facing the developers was to feed the control
system’s algorithm and to prepare the gear cutting mathematical computation fundamentals. The Controls obtain
their information from there and act as an interface with
users. This enables the control system to avoid data entry
errors and therefore crashes, for example, from the outset
by applying checks and visualisations.

New user interface: customised to users’ habits, demands and skills

Progress for all generation of users
The control system represents the actioning of an idea that
applies universally, to all the company’s processes and products. Alois Mundt summarises: “At the beginning of the
development process we had a clear vision of where
we need to go, in order to provide users with what
they need. That is the benchmark that we apply to
everything we bring to market. The result, LHGe@rtec, means
we have achieved exactly what we wanted to achieve. Older
and younger users will benefit from this.”

* Sociological working concepts, the years stated can diviate.
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New Shaping Head
Provides More Options
Electronic lead guide delivers
performance and precision
“We have created space. The smaller SKE 120 shaping head
enables users to machine a considerably wider range of
components on our Platform 2 and Platform 3 gear-shaping
machines. We are thus better able to meet contract manufacturers‘ gear-cutting requirements”, says Dr. Hansjörg Geiser,
Manager Development and Design Gear Cutting Machines
at Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH, about the new shaping
head for the LFS/LSE range of gear shaping machines. Platform 2 (LSE/LFS 200 to 500) and Platform 3 (LSE/LSF 600
to 1600) machines are now available with the new shaping
head option, which facilitates electronically controlled machining of spur and helical gear teeth.
The direct-drive electronic lead guide provides users with latitude and flexibility. They only need to enter a helix angle of
between 0° and 45° and the control system calculates the
rest. The new SKE 120 shaping head differs primarily from
the larger shaping head with electronic lead guide, SKE 240,
by a smaller stroke length, hence the name. The crank drive

Shaping on LFS/LSE machines: electronic lead guide enables high flexibility

features automatic mass counterbalance, which ensures
optimum concentricity. The spindle itself has a somewhat
narrower design than the SKE 240, which has a positive
impact on interference conditions.
The new SKE 120 shaping head with highly dynamic rotary
drive and moveable shaping head slide occupies less space
at a stroke length of 120 mm. The design engineers used the
space gained to enlarge the stroke position travel range on
Platform 2 machines. The SKE 120’s stroke position travel
range, at 650 mm on Platform 2 machines, is more than
twice as large as that of the SKE 240, which is 300 mm. The
same applies to Platform 3 machines where the difference is
350 mm. Even 900 mm are feasible if raised column slides
are used. The shaping spindle is hydrostatically mounted and
channelled.
Hansjörg Geiser emphasises: “It is difficult to generalise about
which shaping head is better. Ultimately customer requirements determine the right choice of shaping head.” Some
workpieces require a longer stroke length (for wider teeth),
whilst some require a wider stroke position travel range
(longer workpieces with correspondingly higher gear teeth).
The optionally available NC swivel column slide, which
enables you to produce conical gear teeth at a shaping
spindle angle of between -1° and +12°, has been optimised
to achieve a higher degree of rigidity. If NC swivel column
slides are not used, the shaping spindle angle can be adjusted by up to +/- 0.45° using a cam.
High degree of flexibility
SKE 120 and SKE 240 shaping heads featuring the electronic
lead guide provide contract manufacturers with a range of
new opportunities. For example, frequent workpiece changeovers are easier. To be able to machine different helix angles
on gears, the motion of the shaping head must replicate the
gear´s helix angle. This can be performed by a mechanical lead
guide. A manual changeover from mechanical lead guides becomes obsolete. Set-up times are shortened because where
an electronic lead guide is used only the shaping tool needs
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be corrected very simply and precisely when setting up the
shaping machine. Furthermore it is possible to retain the helix
angle for subsequent tempering. For even better quality, μm
corrections can be undertaken: the machine achieves tooth
flank quality grade 4 as per DIN3962-2.
Along with increased quality and flexibility requirements,
materials have also changed. For example the tensile
strength of workpieces to be shaped has increased substantially. The dynamic and efficient LFS/LSE machines have
been designed to shape high-strength materials. Liebherr
has already applied the results of internal tests in this segment using appropriately configured and coated replaceable
cutting inserts to industrial applications and actioned these
in practice. The choice of high-alloy substrates with correspondingly efficient coatings demonstrates that machining
performance and tool service lives can be enhanced.

The broad range of parts opens new opportunities to contract
manufacturers.

to be changed, if at all. An added benefit is that customers do
not have to invest in multiple lead guides. Furthermore they are
not dependent on the control’s processing time, which makes
them even more flexible. Added opportunities are provided in
combination with the stroke position adjustment detail.
Unique number of strokes
A further requirement was the ability to manufacture efficiently and to optimum quality, in addition to the flexible range of
workpieces. Therefore, the process itself is very productive,
given the high number of strokes at 1,200 double strokes
per minute. This unique figure is based on a highly dynamic
drive mechanism combined with effective control technology
at optimum rigidity.

Hansjörg Geiser explains: “No matter which shaping head
version is used, they can accommodate future developments, given the forward-looking technological design of our
machines.”

Contact:

Wide range of options
Liebherr developed its Type LSE range of machines based
on its proven LFS machines. Besides the option of using
electronic lead guides, these machines also enable you to
correct helix angles. Tooth flank angular deviation (fh) can

Dr.-Ing. Hansjörg Geiser
Manager Development and
Design Gear Cutting Machines
hansjoerg.geiser@liebherr.com

Shaping machine LFS/LSE 200 – comparison of SKE 120 and SKE 240
SKE 120

SKE 240

120

240

1,200

1,000

Max. modules

8

12

Z3 drive power (kW)

35

55

Shaping spindle revolutions (1/min)

300

250

Shaping spindle diameter (mm)

100

120

+/- 0.45

+/- 0.4

45

45

SK 40, HSK-B80

SK45, HSK-B100

optional

optional

Stroke length (mm)
Number of strokes (DS/min) *

Axial angle adjustment (°)
Max. diagonal angle (°)
Tool interfaces
Accelerated return stroke
* Number of strokes dependent on process data
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When every second counts
Efficiently manufacturing automatic
gearbox components and worm wheels
The numbers speak for themselves: “Given a rapid machine
loading and unloading capability, we can achieve chip-tochip times of three seconds – impressive for a single-table
solution. That of course rises and falls with the hobbing quality. And that is excellent“, maintains Dr.-Ing. Oliver Winkel,
Head of Application Technology at Liebherr-Verzahntechnik
GmbH. The typical range of parts that can be machined on
the LC 100 includes small, mass-produced components –
conventional automatic gearbox applications, such as planetary and sun gears. The fast swivel loader facilitates short
chip-to-chip times and therefore high productivity. Set-up
flexibility is enhanced by exchangeable gripper inserts with
toolless quick-change functionality.
Close cooperation with tool manufacturer
At the AMB 2014 trade fair the machine was exhibited in
partnership with the precision toolmaker Saacke producing
worm wheels in extremely short cycle times of eight seconds. To this end Saacke will supply the required carbide
worm wheel hobbing cutters that provide a range of benefits
– significantly higher hobbing speeds are feasible resulting in
minimum machining times. Furthermore the increased rigidity and cutting-edge reliability of the carbide tools delivers a
higher level of surface quality than conventional HSS tools.
An added benefit of the hardness and the edge strength of
the carbide tools used is their long tool life.

Complementary skills
Oliver Winkel explains: “The great results achieved are based
on joint development and testing work performed by both
Liebherr and Saacke. Our close worm wheel hobbing machine partnership is based on each company’s core skills and
enables users to manufacture worm gearing with good roll
performance characteristics and optimum power transmission in the shortest possible time.” The engineering platform
for this is provided by precise machines with a high degree of
reliability and tools with precision profile geometries.
When looking at performance, another important point
needs to be made. Since tools with a diameter of as little as 20 to 30 mm are comparatively thin in relation to
length, conventional tools would tend to vibrate. Given
its high modulus of elasticity, carbide is far less prone to
vibrate and rattle. Hobbing speeds can be increased significantly. At tool diameters of between 20 and 30 mm and
cutting speeds of more than 250 m per minute, hobbing
speeds of more than 3,000 to 4,000 rpm can be achieved.
Oliver Winkel emphasises: “Not many machines manage
that. Users can exploit the LC 100’s technological potential
using carbide tools. The machine we are exhibiting at the
trade fair enables us to achieve cycle times of approximately
five seconds. Such a process usually takes five times as long.
Irrespective of whether users are manufacturing worm wheels
or automatic gearboxes – for them every second counts.”

Contact:
Dr.-Ing. Oliver Winkel
Head of Application Technology/
Technology Development Gear Hobbing
oliver.winkel@liebherr.com

Saacke carbide worm wheel hobbing cutter for LC 100
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Three Machines, One Goal
Optimised machining times
at enhanced quality
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik unveiled three
new machines at the last EMO show –
the LC 180 Chamfer Cut and LC 180
two gear hobbing machines and the
LGG 180 generating grinding machine.
All three have been designed to meet
the requirements of the automotive and
commercial vehicle industries in particular – focusing on premium component
quality and reliable processes at optimum cost-effectiveness.
Focus on applications and users
The LC 180 Chamfer Cut enables
Liebherr to generate new applications
for an established process. Given
that deburring occurs in a separate
unit within the same machine, whilst
the next component is already being
hobbed, this process step no longer
extends machining times.
After hobbing using the familiar one-cut
strategy, special chamfer cutters produce extra-precise, reproducible chamfers – matching downsizing trends in the
gearing industry. Compared with press
deburring and deburring with end mills,
Chamfer Cut has the lowest chamfering
costs.
For workpieces, which cannot be deburred using Chamfer Cut, Liebherr has
developed the LC 180 two gear hobbing machine with two machine tables.
This machine press deburrs in alternating machining positions using a multicut strategy. Workpieces are loaded
onto and press-deburred on one table,
whilst rough machining is performed
on another table in parallel during machining time. The advantage of this

machining strategy lies in the precision
finishing process. There is no occurrence of external mechanical encumbrances caused by loading or pressdeburring. Overall component quality
and process reliability benefit from that.
The LGG 180 (or LGG 280, respectively) generating grinding machine combines fast processing with the benefits
of a single-table solution. The results
include short grinding times and a constantly high level of large-batch production quality. The machine is able to
grind all vehicle transmission gear components – planetary and sun gears, as

well as drive and output shafts with
lengths of up to 500 mm.
Globally reproducible results
Dr. Hansjörg Geiser, Manager Development and Design Gear Cutting Machines, summarises: “Initial orders and
feedback from the market show that
our innovations and enhancements are
bearing fruit. That also applies to the redesigned user interface. All this enables
customers to deliver globally reproducible quality – irrespective of regional
differences and the level of operators’
specialist knowledge.”

Contact:
Dr.-Ing. Hansjörg Geiser
Manager Development and Design Gear Cutting Machines
hansjoerg.geiser@liebherr.com

Further
information:

LC 180 Chamfer Cut was successfully introduced at EMO 2013.
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A New Takt
Shorter delivery times
with takt flow assembly

Why are processes changed that seem to work? “In our view,
processes need to be continuously optimised to meet customer demands. For this not only the products themselves
but also the processes have to meet highest quality standards in terms of perfect communication and cooperation of
everyone involved”, Dr. Klaus Finkenwirth, Managing Director
of Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH and responsible for Production, Service and Testing, explains.
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Takt flow assembly line in Kempten for machines for work pieces of up to 500 mm

In January 2011 Liebherr Verzahntechnik induced extensive
analyses in the manufacturing and assembly areas. The analyses were done with the support of experts from Liebherr-IT
Services GmbH, which besides providing a wide range of IT
services to the Liebherr Group, also has experts for organisational project optimisations for material and information
flow. The defined project target was to reduce the assembly
throughput times by 30 % and at the same time increase

“Processes have to meet
highest quality standards.”
Dr. Klaus Finkenwirth,
Managing Director of
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH
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delivery performance. Dr. Markus Jantzen, head of the project team, emphasises: “Any extensive analysis to identify
enhancement potentials and possible changes must be
conducted in close cooperation with employees in all departments and at all hierarchy levels. Only this will create
the necessary trust and support required for optimisation
projects to be successful in the long term.”

to more trouble-free processes. This includes incomingorder-driven medium-term capacity management in the
departments and the ‘make or buy’ procurement decisions
agreed with all upstream and downstream departments”,
Dr. Markus Jantzen explains. For the customers this means
increased planning certainty – delivery delays were reduced
by approx. 45 % compared with 2012.

Faster to customers
Starting with final assembly, a cross-departmental process
map was developed based on detailed assembly process
analyses, interviews, status analyses and reviews of existing studies. This included not only component assembly and
manufacturing, but also technical application departments
and sales teams. To achieve the objectives the next step
involved introducing process modifications. To begin with,
the establishment of an order processing team, consisting of
representatives of all main departments and responsible for
coordinating cross-departmental scheduling, was to help improve adherence to delivery deadlines. New orders are now
started from the very beginning in a standardised format and
proactively channelled from Sales to Shipping through feasibility checks and action planning – the basis for improved
throughput. “Taking a cross-departmental view leads directly

Takt assembly
In Production the team developed an assembly concept that
factors in lean philosophies despite manufacturing highly
customised products. “The ideas came from our workforce.
Our task in particular was to organise appropriate workshops
to bundle all these ideas into a master plan”, states Markus
Jantzen. This was how the concept of synchronised takt
assembly for gear-cutting machines, which has replaced
fixed-station assembly for the bulk of the product range, was
born. The basic machinery for all platforms up to a workpiece
diameter of 500 mm is now produced in 13 steps or “tasks”
during every shift. Clearly defined work packages, which have
to be implemented to keep in takt time, are specified. “This
significantly improved level of transparency enables problem
areas to be identified and dedicated action to be taken. This
occurs in final assembly by directly scheduling overtime or

The basic machinery for all platforms up to a workpiece diameter of 500 mm is now produced in 13 steps during every shift.
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additional late or Saturday shifts to tackle any problem cases”, Dr. Markus Jantzen relates. Liebherr-Verzahntechnik also
applies the takt assembly principle to upstream component
assembly such as columns.
Responsibility for quality
Every member of staff accompanies their component or a machine through several operations and possibly through to the
last operation. “That has one key benefit – our staff look after
their product from start to finish and assume responsibility for
the end result. We regard an employee’s identification with
specific components or with the machine as a vital aspect of
quality assurance”, says Dr. Markus Jantzen.
Overall workstations and channels are more structured
where synchronised flow assembly is applied – all information, tools and Kanban parts are readily to hand at each
station. A managed information exchange with the foremen
and the assembly manager, as part of daily “shop-floor meetings” enables a coordinated problem solving. This has also
led to considerably improved communication with upstream
units. Dr. Markus Jantzen summarises: “The way in which
our production staffs work has changed. Organisational

improvements have enabled us to bring the last doubters on
board, despite their initial scepticism. The good relationship
with the employee council, which was understandably also
sceptical at first, has contributed to the successful implementation of the concept. The fact today is that workloads have
now been reduced as a result of more structured planning
and procedures and the ergonomics of specific workstations
have been improved.”
Expanding success
Dr. Klaus Finkenwirth concludes with an eye on the future:
“We are proud of what we have achieved so far. Now that
more than 60 machines have passed through the final assembly’s takt flow line, we can now guarantee that (basic)
machines are completed after 13 days. That means a stabilisation of planning a shortening of throughput time by around
50 %. Assembly hours in this area have been reduced from
280 to 180. This takt concept of assembly will now also be
applied to automation for the assembly of the ‘automation in
a box’, which given customer specificity and space requirements, cannot flow in quite the same way. More optimising
projects for manufacturing and design engineering are in the
pipeline.”

Every member of staff accompanies their component or a machine through several operations – possibly through to the last operation.
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Turnkey Automation
Friction roller conveyors help to move work
pieces at low risk of damage within the
automated manufacturing loop
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Irrespective of whether we are talking complete production
lines, highly efficient machining centre cells, individual pieces
of automated equipment or the integration of additional equipment into any system, it is important to find the right automation task solution to a specific material flow challenge. One
example is low-damage-risk conveyance of components
weighing between approx. 100 and 500 kg using friction roller
conveyors. Being able to deliver this solution is the result of
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik’s long-term development work and
practical automation skills.
“Friction roller conveyors in combination with proven loading gantry systems form the basis for the reliable, rapid
conveyance of components, e.g. engine blocks, along the
machine tool chain. As a general contractor or in partnership with well-known machinery manufacturers we automate the loading/unloading of machine tools and integrate
manufacturing-relevant additional equipment into the loop”,
Thomas Mattern, Head of Automation Systems Development
at Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH, explains. Nowadays users, especially those in the automotive industry, prefer turnkey
solutions from a single source: full automation solutions for

the production of engine blocks, cylinder heads, crankshafts
or transmission housings. Here robot-gantries deliver overhead
automation whilst friction roller conveyors deliver on-the-ground
automation.
Movement of heavy, sensitive components
Friction roller conveyors are suitable for the direct movement
of work pieces with straight contact faces or guidance options
or for the conveyance of pallets. Their accumulative mode of
operation makes them indexing-independent. By connecting
individual conveyor modules, the length of the conveyor system can be extended as required.
The conveyor component is powered by a main shaft into
which friction couplings are inserted and which slip through
if a defined torque is exceeded. The main shaft actuates the
individual roller shafts using bevel gears. Each of the rollers
is fitted with the friction function, meaning friction causes the
load-bearing rollers to come to a halt in the event of congestion
or at certain functional stations. This prevents roller slippage,
which could cause abrasion between the roller and the work
piece. Particular care needs to be taken if the components

Customisation from the toolkit
Besides actual machining, various other stations are
required along the machine chain, depending on
the specific design. Liebherr provides these using
a toolkit containing the following special modules:
• unload (reject) station  
• load (re-introduction) station
• SPC station
• turning unit
• visual inspection station
• camera stations (to scan 2D-matrix codes)
• leak test
• pass-trough’s for staff or vehicles (swing gate)
• adapter assembly station
• lift and locate
• part marking (i.e. laser, or pin stamp)
• robot integration
• part tracking
Friction roller conveyors enable smooth transporting of parts weighing
from approx. 100 to 500 kg (e.g. engine blocks).
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have been pre-machined or run along a seal surface that is
especially sensitive. In such cases the rollers can be sanded
to ensure that the component remains undamaged. Tempered
and sanded steel rollers or in special cases plastic-coated
rollers are used, depending on the application.
Liebherr has been applying its skills to creating automation
solutions involving friction roller conveyors since the 1980s.
Nowadays the company combines its existing know-how with
new technology. Typical applications include machine tools
that are loaded automatically using overhead robot gantry systems. Friction roller conveyors facilitate the loading of blanks
and/or components at the beginning of the production line,
conveyance between machining operations and the unloading
of finished parts.
Customer-specific interfaces and layouts
Interfaces and layouts are as customer-specific as integrationcapable machining operations. Layout design has to factor in
harmonisation of various manufacturers’ machinery as well as
the ambient architecture. Automation systems are matched
to specific local circumstances. Liebherr’s conveyor systems
dovetail with the shape, position, weight and size of particular components from any given range as well as with the

materials used and with the surroundings. Liebherr’s friction
roller conveyors enable machines made by all current machinetool manufacturers to be interlinked. Thomas Mattern states:
“We supply the automation that best matches the customer’s
specific circumstances from friction roller conveyors as single
components through to the full package. We provide layout
advice – always bearing in mind how processes can be designed to be as reliable and efficient as possible.”

Component-specific automation solutions
Components such as engine blocks and cylinder
heads (on- or off-pallet) with workpiece weights of
up to around 400 kg are suitable for conveyance on
friction roller conveyors. Lighter components can also
be moved on plastic chain conveyors. Where higher
weights are involved (e.g. truck engine blocks) sectional roller conveyors can also be used. Liebherr selects
the right system from its own portfolio of automation
components to match requirements.

The conveyor systems are designed in line with shape, position, weight, size and material of the parts.
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Fast Modular Productivity
Bin picking system featuring
short installation times
“The particular innovation inherent in our
now proven bin picking system for withdrawing workpieces from a chaotically
filled transport container is its modular
design. Given differing geometric starting points, the programming of basic
robot positions was time-consuming
and costly. We therefore considered
delivering the system in plug-and-play
mode with pre-configured modules“,
Michael Appel, Automation Systems
Regional Sales Manager at LiebherrVerzahntechnik GmbH, explains.
The entry-level version consists of two
basic modules. One module consists of
the robot with base plate, the switchboard and console. The other module
consists of the component container
safety zone and the vision system.
Therefore two pre-configured modules
can be installed and programmed within a short period of time. Cost benefits
are therefore already generated during
installation.
Two additional axes
The Liebherr-specific design of the grippers with eight instead of the industrystandard six axes has been proven in
practice, especially as regards cycle
times and removal frequency. This design facilitates collision-free access
and full workpiece removal from deep
transportation containers – even worn,
deformed or repair-welded containers. Without the patented seventh and
eighth axes, this would only be feasible
to a limited extent. Many industries,
such as the construction machinery,
automotive and commercial vehicles,
mechanical engineering or contract

Bin picking modules enable short installation times.

manufacturing sectors benefit from bin
picking solutions that deliver an intelligent workpiece removal capability –
in the form of increased productivity,
greater manufacturing efficiency and
the associated reduction in unit labour
costs. The range of components in, for
example, the commercial vehicle industry
where it makes sense to use bin picking
solutions includes numerous components found in truck transmissions –
including shafts, wheel components, axle
journals or brake shoes.
Contribution to improved ergonomics
A key criterion for workpiece suitability is
weight. Components weighing between
8 and 15 kg are moved by hand, depending on the particular country and user.
“This creates a dilemma”, Michael Appel
emphasises. “For ergonomic and health

reasons the machine operator needs to
use a crane to grab these components
from the container. Use of such a crane
however does not fit in with required
cycle times. So components are moved
using raw muscle power.” If however
a person has to perform this movement several hundred times during
a shift, this can lead in the short term
to physical exhaustion and in the medium term to health problems. This is
precisely the issue that bin picking solutions are designed to address. They reduce machine operators’ workload and
keep a continuous production process
going. Machine operators can then concentrate on their actual task of making
parts available, retooling and operating
and maintaining the manufacturing cell
– at a significantly higher degree of ergonomic compatibility.

Contact:
Stefan Jehle
Sales Director Automation Systems
stefan.jehle@liebherr.com
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Contract Production for High and
Varying Demands
Customer Report:
Global Gear & Machining
For a while now, Global Gear & Machining has manufactured
some of its products on machines supplied by LiebherrVerzahntechnik. In an interview, Cory Ooyen, Managing
Director of Global Gear & Machining, spoke about how the
partnership began, the technology and the important role of
machine availability.
Mr Ooyen, Global Gear & Machining operates a range
of Liebherr machines in its manufacturing facility.
When did this partnership begin?
Cory Ooyen: “We have used Liebherr machines for a long
time. We really started investing in the partnership in 2010,
when we started operation of our first Liebherr LCS-series
gear grinding machine.“
Which other Liebherr machines do you use for manufacturing purposes?
Cory Ooyen: “We purchased additional machines over the
course of two years after acquiring the initial LCS 300: three
LSE 380 gear shaping machines and two LC 180 gear hobbing machines, as well as an additional LCS 300.“
How would you characterise the partnership and your joint
development work? What challenges did you face during
the first few projects and how did you overcome them?
Cory Ooyen: “The starting point for the decision to acquire
new technology was the strategic vision of modernising our
machine shop, to be able to deliver the highest quality possible. Liebherr’s technological and application-based skills and
their commitment to the partnership were crucial factors for
us in the end. Our requirements focused just as much on the
machines themselves as on technology- and manufacturingrelated training and knowledge transfer issues. We spent
many months going over different offers and we weighed
all of our options before we came to this decision. In the
end, Liebherr offered a complete package that best suits our
requirements and applications.“
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Let’s talk about applications: what kind of components
for which industries do you manufacture on these machines?
Cory Ooyen: “We primarily use the machines to manufacture
transfer case components for the automotive sector and engine and transmission components for the medium and heavy
duty trucks as well as “off-highway” commercial vehicles.“
Why are these machines especially suitable for these
applications and the associated requirements?
Cory Ooyen: “The demands on the machinery made by
the above-mentioned applications particularly require the
technology to have the following characteristics: reliability,
technical support, versatility and process capability.“

Cory Ooyen, President at Global Gear & Manufacturing

We would like to pursue that point: how would you
describe the overall importance of personal contact with the Liebherr team? Did this influence your
decision?
Cory Ooyen: “Personal contact is extremely important to
us. In our view this was a key reason for buying Liebherr.
The technical support we have received definitely led to the
decisions to purchase additional machines.
We have always been able to rely on staff on-site and their
specialists in Kempten. I would especially like to emphasise
their comprehensive training and commitment to long-term
service and support.“

Global Gear’s versatile machine park allows for high flexibility in manufacturing
transfer case components.

Which machine technologies did you previously use for
these applications?
Cory Ooyen: “We were already using Liebherr technology for
hobbing. For gear grinding we were using contract manufacturers. Our Liebherr machines now enable us to offer this
service entirely in-house. Gear shaping is a new service we
are offering to customers. In this regard we have benefitted
from the skills that our Liebherr colleagues have transferred to
us. And this partnership is not only first-rate from a technical
perspective; it’s the people that make it work. They are
always friendly, ready to help and solution-focused.“

There are other key points to such a partnership that
extend well beyond the actual product. What are they
in terms of your partnership with Liebherr?
Cory Ooyen: “It must first be said that a contract manufacturer of our size cannot afford excess capacity or
unused investments. These are rare luxuries. Therefore the
success of our increase in capacity directly depends on
machine availability, with a focus on technology and
volume. Without service, the availability of replacement parts
or technical support for the machines and the implementation of technology, this success would be threatened.
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A high degree of machine availability is essential to meeting our customers’ stringent reliability and constant quality
requirements.“
How do you ensure the repeatability of this quality and
precision?
Cory Ooyen: “Of course, the machine technology that we
use must meet the highest quality standards. To date we
have supplied customers with more than ten million products
without a single warranty case. This is the result of compliance with strict tolerance specifications of > 25 µm and ISO/
TS 16949 and QS 9001 certified quality control processes.“
Mr Ooyen, thank you for this interview.
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Scott Yoders, Vice President Sales Liebherr Gear Technology, The production plant of Global Gear & Manufacturing located near Chicago in Downers Grove
Inc. (left) and Steve Hayes, Head of Production with Global Gear

About Global Gear & Machining
Global Gear & Machining, a US company located near Chicago in Downers Grove, Illinois, was founded in 1991. As a
high-volume manufacturer of engine and transmission components, Global Gear & Machining supplies customers in
the commercial vehicle, automobile and agricultural equipment industries as well as other sectors like Off-Road and
Heavy Duty industries.
Initially the company focused on contract manufacturing products for the medium and heavy duty truck industry. Strategic investments, continuous development and dedication to quality enabled the company to grow and successively
expand its gear grinding and shaping capacities. Today Global Gear & Machining also offers services which include
precision shaft manufacturing along with bushing and bearing assembly.
At the beginning of its third decade in business, Global Gear & Machining has expanded its grinding and shaping capacities in 2012 as part of its comprehensive strategic investment programme. The company manufactures approximately
2.7 million combined helical and spur gears annually. Sizes range in diameters of 25 to 300 mm, and widths up to 150 mm
up to 8 mm modules. Since 2002, Global Gear & Machining has been part of the IMS group of companies, a corporation offering products and services to a wide array of industries including the appliance, automotive, commercial
vehicle, communications, consumer, electronics, medical and various industrial markets.
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“Flexibility and
Reliability are Key”
Gear cutting machines and automation
systems made by Liebherr for Fendt
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Usually they are green. Yet Fendt tractors are also available in other colours if required. That is just one of the
customisation features of the products that roll off the
production line in Marktoberdorf, Germany. As far as size,
performance and specifications are concerned, Fendt
provides a diverse range of customised tractor options.
The six model ranges (Vario 200, 300, 500, 700, 800 and
900) are again sub-divided into various engine-power and
specification categories. This diversity requires a high degree of logistics precision within production and assembly.
In final assembly all tractors move along a single production line. Various different models leave the factory in succession. That means that the right gearbox components

always have to be supplied in the right place just in time.
This concept combined with an increasing customerrequirement-specific differentiation between tractors necessitates ever smaller batch sizes as part of specific component
production, e.g. gearboxes. Overall the gearbox production
line handles almost 80 different components. The respective machines have been designed to keep interchangeable
parts to a minimum in order to accommodate the wide range
of different versions. Added to this are ambitious, demandrelated targets related to factory output: last year this figure
was nearly 18,000 tractors.
Partnering for more than ten years
Increasingly more challenging and more specific requirements are what drove Fendt more than ten years ago to
invest in Liebherr-Verzahntechnik’s gear-cutting machinery
and later its automation solutions, too. Fendt now uses
almost 20 gear-cutting machines (gear hobbing and gear
shaping) as well as a series of Type PHS automation solutions for gearbox soft machining purposes.
“Since batch sizes are getting smaller and smaller, it is imperative to keep set-up times as short as possible. Liebherr machines help to achieve this. In order to be able to cover the broad
spectrum of components, state-of-the-art management and
control as well as material flow technology flexibility are vital”,
as Michael Wißmüller, Manager Gears and Shaft Production
at Fendt, who has been with the company since 2002, emphasises. He is responsible for the approximately 20,000 m2
of production space at Fendt’s Marktoberdorf plant. The
principle of ‘pull production’ generates continuous customersupplier relationships within Fendt’s factory and requires a
high degree of machine-tool flexibility as a key factor in delivering cost-effective processes.
Machinery and automation from a single company
Besides the technology, organisational factors also played
a key role in enhancing the partnership between Fendt and
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik. Fendt purchased its first Liebherr
machine in 2003. Reasons for this included the increase
in component sizes from 2006 onwards and capacity upgrades at the factory following substantial investment. The
new plant is technically and logistically able to manufacture 28,000 gearboxes a year. “To ensure we achieve this
objective, we wanted everything from a single source – few
interfaces and clear areas of responsibility. Liebherr met
our requirements in this regard. In our view it is important
that all the technology, including automation, is provided
by a single company”, planner Bruno Nägele stresses. He
coordinates procurement of Liebherr machinery from
ordering through to commissioning. Bernhard Riedel is
responsible for managing gear, shaft and housing planning.
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This includes tool procurement, NC-programming and
operating resources. He adds: “For the various processes
we require long-term partners and machinery with very long
lifecycles. We therefore need a supplier that is just as reliable
as its products. That lays the foundations for competitive
component manufacturing.”
Liebherr machinery comes into play after the turning process
on the spur-gear line within Fendt’s transmission production
facility. The spur-gears are produced on a hobbing machine
(meshing gears, LC 380, LC 500) and a shaping machine
(spline gears during final machining, quality grades 8, LFS 380,
LFS 500), each incorporating an automation solution. To
soft-machine gear rings, clutch bell housings and certain
shafts, Fendt opts to use the LFS 200, LFS 220 and LFS 300
shaping machines. A special feature that facilitates shorter
lead times – a pitch sensor enables a lubrication hole to be
drilled directly on the gear-tooth base. The additional drilling
and deburring operation that was previously common can
be omitted, resulting in shorter process times. After hobbing
and shaping the components are forwarded for tempering.
Use in Vario transmissions
The gear rings, clutch bell housings, rear axles with gearboxes, clutch housings with innards, in short the entire
powertrain, is later used in Fendt’s continuously variable Vario
transmission, which all its tractors feature. Fendt also incorporates spur gears in its Vario transmissions, to some extent
in rear axles and in the various tractor transmissions as well
as in the circuitry for various front and rear PTO clutches.
Matthias Gast, Foreman gear machining, has already experienced and co-initiated so many trends and innovations within
the company. He joined Fendt in 1972 and is responsible

Gear shaping machine LFS 500 and gear hobbing machine LC 500 in
Fendt’s gearbox production plant

for production line manufacturing of spur gears, clutch bell
housings and gear rings. That includes turning, gear hobbing
and shaping as well as hard machining, including gear grinding. He explains: “What’s special about manufacturing components for Vario transmissions is that whilst overall fewer
gears have to be produced, these need to be of a particularly
premium quality.” The gears are also continuously optimised
in partnership with the factory’s product development team
– design and mathematics are continuously improved. After
set-up the approval process is essentially conducted under
the auspices of Quality Assurance. To start with the test component is thoroughly inspected and analysed and only goes
into production once approved.
Skills and technology
Reliable processes and staff skills are both vital for
delivering the premium quality required. The basis for this is
regular training: Liebherr’s programmers provide three weeks of
intensive training to designated operators of automation
solutions. Fendt also utilises gearing seminars, for which
purpose Dr. Andreas Mehr, responsible for grinding and
shaping technology development and consultancy at
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik, regularly visits Fendt, and which
provide further training to operators involved in soft machining processes, to permanently meet more stringent quality
requirements in the face of rising standards. The quality of
Liebherr’s machines really shines through in high productivity and reliability, as Michael Wißmüller confirms: “Our data
collection supports this. Superior flexibility and a high degree of reliability are critical for successful long-term use.”
Matthias Gast puts it in a nutshell: “The systems operate incredibly reliable.”

Gear hobbing process: improving quality and component individualisation
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From Dieselross to 1000 Vario – Fendt-brand high-tech tractors
A tractor in the castle courtyard of Neuschwanstein? Admittedly that is a highly
unusual scene, never seen before. Yet it offers a highly appropriate setting for the
unveiling of the new Fendt 1000 Vario. Schloss Neuschwanstein is a globally wellknown German masterpiece. That is what the 1000 Vario is intended to become too. It is the first ever tractor designed for
the global market. It has been a long journey up to this point. 84 years to be precise. Tractor production started at Fendt in
1930 with the first European 6 HP Dieselross mini-tractor with mower and mounted plough. What followed were countless
innovations, which represented milestones in the development of agricultural machinery technology.
Innovation: Vario transmission
One innovation to be singled out is Fendt’s continuously variable Vario transmission, which was launched on the market in 1995. The 926 Vario, which Fendt showcased at Agritechnica, was the first large tractor worldwide to feature this
state-of-the-art, continuously variable transmission. The Vario transmission is a hydrostatic-mechanical power-split drive. A
planetary transmission serves as a power split and channels the power of the drive motor into driving the wheels and into a
continuously adjustable hydro-pump. With increasing speed, the proportion of the mechanical power transmitted through
the planetary set increases. Hydrostats that swing 45° and a high operating pressure of max. 550 bars ensure outstanding efficiency. Users save valuable working time because their area productivity increases and they also benefit from lower
fuel consumption. Fendt is universally synonymous with efficiency and low fuel consumption. The best validation of this is
the practice-relevant DLG PowerMix Test. The 936 Vario in the predecessor model range set the record of the lowest fuel
consumption ever recorded, at 240 g/kWh. That is the current world record. The entire product range is geared to deliver
overall cost-effectiveness. That also includes forage harvesters, combine harvesters and balers. Fendt is successfully pursuing a strategy of growth and with the inauguration of the new tractor factory network in 2012 has generated the necessary
capacity resources to maintain that growth. After the factory started up successfully in 2012 (an excellent business year),
generating sales of around 15,000 tractors, Fendt achieved a new record in 2013, with 17,837 tractors sold.
Part of the AGCO Corporation
Fendt is the high-tech premium brand within the AGCO Corporation. This is one of the world’s largest manufacturers and
providers of tractors and agricultural machinery. AGCO’s full product range includes tractors, combines, fodder harvesters
and seeders, fertiliser sprayers and tillage equipment. Fendt is the corporation’s new brand to meet premium requirements.
Further information can be obtained from: www.fendt.com

Fendt utilizes various Liebherr gear hobbing machines in gearbox production.
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Big Components for
Big Requirements
ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde
produces gear wheels of up to
10 m in diameter
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LC 10000 for oversized gears with diameters up to 10 m

“When we took delivery of our first Liebherr gear cutting
machines, many of our employees had not even been born”,
Dipl.-Ing. Jürgen Lange, Head of the Factory Planning department at ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde in Lippstadt, recounts.
The company began partnering with Liebherr-Verzahntechnik
GmbH in 1966 and this relationship has gone from strength
to strength during the past 15 years.
Challenging applications
In the meantime several machines have been added, including
the LC 10000 for machining oversized workpieces with diameters of up to 10 m. ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde employs these
machines to manufacture slewing bearings – rotating and pivoting machine elements, which absorb all axial and radial forces
and the resultant tilting moments in a single self-retaining and
ready-to-install bearing unit. The Lippstadt plant produces

gears of up to 10,000 mm in diameter, e.g. for slewing bearings
installed in wind turbines or cranes. For many applications pitch diameter requirements keep increasing. ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde
produces slewing bearings up to 8,000 mm in diameter as
monobloc systems and in segmental format for larger diameters. All slewing bearings are designed to meet customer
specifications in full, as Dr. Dirk Kötter, Head of Operations at
ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde GmbH, emphasises: “We produce
slewing bearings that match every application, including load
and installation specifics – and do so in a wide range of different
designs and possible diameters. Our products are not modular –
instead we talk with the customer and decide on that basis which
type of bearing best matches the intended purpose. Thereafter
we design and manufacture the bearing in close consultation
with the customer.” Providing advice, based on decades of experience, during these conversations is of the utmost importance.
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“Of course the manufacturing technology that we employ also
plays a key role”, Dirk Kötter explains. “We need to be able to rely
on that 100 % when grinding, turning, milling, heat-treating and
of course gear cutting.”
Custom configuration appealed
ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde has relied on Liebherr machines
to perform certain tasks, such as gear hobbing, for nearly half
a century. In the recent past these machines were the Platform 4 gear-hobbing machines for wet and dry machining.
Jürgen Lange mentions an important decision-making criterion:
“We regarded custom configuration of the machine to meet our
specific needs as important. Liebherr has met our requirements
to our maximum satisfaction by providing us with the LC 10000,
which now operates in our facilities at very high levels of productivity and reliability.” Simple and comparatively fast change-over
for other workpieces or the switch from external to internal machining helps to make our processes efficient.
Long-term partnership
During the commissioning phase it was important to coordinate
production down to the last detail in order to be able to manufacture to the required level of process reliability. “To ensure
that finished product quality is right, we took the time that we
needed. Of course at the beginning many matters need to be
clarified, especially if such a large machine is involved. You can’t
just position it anywhere on the factory floor. In this regard we
have always communicated constructively with Liebherr – even
if we occasionally had discussions. What is important is that
mutual trust exists between us and our partner during a project
of this kind. It’s so easy to discuss the projects and specific
requirements in detail – that has been the case with all
machines“, Jürgen Lange highlights.

Production at ThyssenKrupp: Quality, availability and productivity

LC 10000 Technical Specification

Module [mm]

60/100

Workpiece diameter [mm]

10,000

Axial travel [mm]

1,800/2,400

Shift travel [mm]

700

Hob diameter [mm]

650

Hob length [mm]

900

Hob speed [1/min]

150

Features of LC 10000
• direct-drive, hydrostatic-bearing machine table
system
• high-productivity gear-cutting with duplex
machining feasible
• highly dynamic direct drive in the hob head’s main
and counter bearings prevent the cutting head
from twisting
• cast machine bases deliver good damping
properties
• welded machine bed for high degree of rigidity
• user-friendly machine control user interface
• low maintenance requirement and good
maintenance island accessibility
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Well-trained up from the start
Prior to rehearsed processes being put in place, ThyssenKrupp
Rothe Erde also undertook modifications to the factory building
at its Lippstadt plant. A foundation was laid that could support
a machine of this size and at the same time permit access for
maintenance purposes – both above and below the machining
level in the factory building. ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde’s fitters
gained familiarisation with the machine during the joint installation operation – this served at the same time as the first training
session for future maintenance and set-up purposes.
Sustainability and quality
“The long-term relationship between our two companies
shows that we attach importance to delivering sustainability.
That starts with initial advice and is retained all the way through
to commissioning and after-sales service. One thing should
be pointed out: everything depends on the reproducible quality of the finished products”, is how Dr. Alois Mundt, Managing
Director of Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH, describes the philosophy underpinning the business relationship. Here thermal
stability as well as the wear-free, precision hydrostatic bearings in the LC 10000 machine table both play a major role. In
this regard the relationship between the two companies exhibits a particular feature – the customer-supplier relationship
namely works both ways. ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde supplies
exactly those premium table bearings for the machine to
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH.
Basis for quality
Given both the sheer material value of the components and
the challenging nature of the applications, e.g. wind power
and offshore, the important thing is to prevent down-time at
all costs. Jürgen Lange emphasises: “Quality gets you an initial foot in the door. If reliability, productivity and all the other
marginals are right, then we can say we have found the appropriate solution for our needs.”

Processing of a large part on LC 10000

ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde GmbH
ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde is a wholly-owned subsidiary of ThyssenKrupp AG and employs a total of
around 1,950 people at three locations in Germany. A
staff of around 1,300 works in Lippstadt. The ring-rolling facility is attached to ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde’s
head office in Dortmund. ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde
is the world’s largest manufacturer of slewing bearings (including ball and roller bearing slewing rings and
wire-race bearings). ThyssenKrupp Rothe Erde is also
a market leader in seamless rolled steel and non-ferrous metal rings. Furthermore, the companyis also a
well-known manufacturer of turntables and structural
elements.
In addition to its main plants in Germany, ThyssenKrupp
Rothe Erde is represented by subsidiaries in the UK,
Italy, Spain, France the USA, Brazil, India, Japan and
China as well as by sales agencies in all major industrialised countries. This international network benefits
the company’s customers. The company manufactures slewing bearings from 300 up to approx. 8,000
mm in diameter as monobloc systems and as segmental bearings up to 18,000 mm in diameter, for
such applications as cranes, wind turbines or offshore
facilities. The ring-rolling facility in Dortmund supplies the semi-finished products. The rings are then
machined into slewing bearings in Lippstadt and delivered to customers in monobloc configuration as
plug-and-play solutions, or where supplied in segmented format, are precision-assembled and installed
on site at the customer’s premises.

Hobbing head of LC 10000
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Cutting Process Lead
Times by a Third
Indexable-insert cutting wheels
increase productivity significantly
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profiles are mounted on the base body. One cutting edge is
in contact and the one across is in parking position. Once
the cutting edge is worn out, the indexable insert is rotated
by 180°.

Indexable-insert cutting wheels on duty

Non-large-scale manufacturing involves huge machining
volumes and comparatively long process lead times. Hourlong machining times are no rarity in certain environments.
The savings potential is therefore correspondingly high. For
example straight and particularly long gear teeth are manufactured to a gearing quality standard of ≥ 9, e.g. rims of 4 to
5 m diameter as used in the construction of cranes.
Rough-machining at higher feed rates
Liebherr’s new cutting wheels with indexable inserts made
of carbide shorten overall process lead times by up to
30 %. In contrast to the conventional cutting wheel, here
two replaceable indexable inserts each with two tooth

Indexable-insert cutting wheels
Applications
•
•
•
•

straight gear teeth
gear tooth quality ≥ 9
preliminary gearing
long gear teeth

Finishes
•
•
•
•

disc-type cutting wheel
bell-type cutting wheel
shank-type cutting wheel (with limitations)
module ≥ 4

Long-term profitable
Despite the additional change of tooling, the entire process
is not only one third shorter – the service life of the finishing
cutting wheel is also extended, given that this tool is only
used for finishing purposes and no longer for the tool-wise
very exacting process of rough-machining. Ottmar Kern,
Sales Director Gear Cutting Tools, emphasises: “Whilst initial tool costs are higher as far as indexable carbide inserts
are concerned, lower unit costs however clearly justify an
investment of this kind. That is highlighted by the advances
in productivity that we have already achieved for existing
applications.” When supplying a cutting wheel with indexable inserts, Liebherr also supplies a replacement set of 100
indexable inserts.
Systems provider for machines and tools
“Carbide has been routinely used for gear hobbing purposes, one of Liebherr-Verzahntechnik’s core skills, for a long
time now. Therefore it was logical to use this material for
cutting wheels as well. So it was important to achieve whilst
maintaining cost-effectiveness”, is how Ottmar Kern explains the background to this product innovation. Liebherr’s
own special tooling approach has an impact on design –
based on more than 60 years of gear cutting experience.
The company’s technology experts are responsible for providing process-related support and gear-cutting software to
customers on site.

Contact:

Tested Quality
•
•
•
•

Cutting wheels with indexable inserts are used for roughmachining. Here higher feed speeds facilitate an increase
in productivity despite an additional set-up operation being
required. Operators then use a finishing tool. The disproportionately large amount of rough-machining time saved
that can be achieved by significantly higher feed rates and
speeds compensates for this additional set-up operation.
Whilst the conventional process involving only one finishing
tool allows for finishing during one clamping operation, since
no carbide is used, feed rates and cutting speeds are substantially lower.

long service life
long lifecycle
100 % quality control
high degree of vertical integration

Ottmar Kern
Sales Director Gear Cutting Tools
ottmar.kern@liebherr.com
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Knowledge Transfer Creates
Competitive Edge
The training provided by Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH
focuses on technology skills, individuality and quality

“Skills are theory while quality is practice”, Heribert Striegl, Head
of the Training Department at Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH,
emphasises. “Hard skills lay the foundations on which any company can build a track record of success – that applies to us and
to our customers.” The machine tool building company opts to
communicate knowledge in the form of training and seminars/
workshops to provide and enable users to benefit from high
quality. The range of training opportunities is aimed at machinery
maintenance staff and machine operators.
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik created its own dedicated department
with extensive training facilities and resources and staffed by
qualified specialists several years ago. The training is aimed
at customers and the company’s employees. Heribert Striegl
maintains: “Only those companies that give their qualified staff
the right training can exploit the machinery’s potential to the full.”

Training for quality
The modern training centre in Kempten offers an optimum
degree of practical relevance – the hobbing, shaping and grinding machines as well as the teaching materials already exist.
A further benefit is that external participants can concentrate
on their particular training or workshop without being distracted by day-to-day business. Around half of all operator training
takes place in Kempten, the other half at customers’ premises.
Liebherr recommends maintenance training at the headquarters
in Kempten.
The training has a significantly higher degree of practical relevance than the seminars/workshops. Participants learn how to
set up workpieces on the machines or perform maintenance on
their own. For this purpose suitable managed training is provided, where working examples and error simulations comple-
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ment the training content. The so-called premium training is
tailored to the needs of each customer. It is often the operators
themselves that specify the topic, based on an actual case. A
maximum of each training session is designed for three. Training can be provided in English and other languages. “Premium
training is customised. It is also important that we embed this
knowledge so that it sticks. We therefore provide this information
to participants on a permanent basis”, Heribert Striegl explains.

“Hard skills lay
the foundations
for succes.”

Forward-looking enhancements
Customers’ practical experience constantly generates new
requirements – ranging from interfaces to components used.
These change processes require the training content to be continuously updated. The objective is to provide participants with
forward-looking training to ensure customers and Liebherr are
geared up to exploit market trends. There is no fixed curriculum – the skills imparted always intentionally relate to customer
requirements. The training team consists of twelve experienced
specialists and the head of department. These engineering, mechanics and electronics specialists provide detailed and practically relevant training, based on their many years of experience.
Heribert Striegl emphasises: “We keep optimising our work:
what can we do better? How can we enhance what we do to
ensure an optimum transfer of skills? That enables us to lay the
foundations for delivering quality right from the word go.”

Heribert Striegl,
Head of Training Department

Operation, mechanics and electronics
Operator training focuses on the topics of components/subassemblies, control panels, operating modes, data entry and
set-up procedures. For instructional purposes the training
team kits simulators out with customer-specific programmes.
Simulations give the operators confidence in handling machine
control systems. The objective is to enable participants to operate
Liebherr machines, load up new workpieces and start the automation cycle.
Training for electronics technicians requires experience of operating Liebherr machine tools. The content of this course of training deals with drive and measuring systems, peripheral devices
and diagnosis. Simulators are available for training purposes.
This is a particularly fast-changing discipline and therefore poses
a real challenge to the training team. Once they have completed their training, participants can perform electronic debugging
as well as maintenance on their own. The mechanics module
focuses on machine specs, drive systems, lubrication instructions, hydraulics and clamping. Once they have completed their
training, mechanics can identify and eliminate faults and perform
maintenance.
Internal knowledge transfer
Expertise transfer at the training centre is also vital for Liebherr’s
own professionals. Heribert Striegl explains: “We know that only
highly qualified employees are able to provide great service. We
therefore continuously keep all those colleagues affected up
to date with what is state-of-the-art and regularly incorporate
training into the daily working routine. It does not matter if the
employee works in-house or out in the field.”

Liebherr-Verzahntechnik’s training room

All tranings for hobbing, shaping and
grinding machines
For gear hobbing, shaping and grinding machines
respectively:
• Operator training for set-up and machine
operators
• Electronics training for servicing and
maintenance
• Mechanics training for servicing and
maintenance
More Infos:
www.liebherr.com/GT/de-DE/146599.wfw
Contact: training.lvt@liebherr.com
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Grinding Technology Day
Well-attended customer
event in Kempten
Large interest at the first grinding
technology day

Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH and 3M welcomed 160 customers to their spring 2014 Grinding Technology Day event in
Kempten, Germany. The guests, all of them gearing industry
specialists, discussed the latest developments and innovations in gear grinding and associated tools throughout the
technology presentations and practical demonstrations on
the grinding machines themselves. The potential of 3M’s new
ceramic grinding wheels, made of the cutting material Cubitron II can optimally be exploited when used in combination
with Liebherr’s generating and profile grinding machines. The
demonstration machines in the Kempten plant already feature
the latest grinding technology. Here Liebherr is conducting
practical experiments on behalf of customers and is testing
its own product innovations to see if they work in practice.

Dr. Alois Mundt, Managing Director of Liebherr-Verzahntechnik
GmbH and Albert Quambusch, Managing Director of 3M Precision Grinding and Finishing, were very satisfied. “Our first joint
Grinding Technology Day was a great success and certainly
just the prelude to more events of this kind. The visitors not
only learned quite a bit about our product innovations, but
above all more about practical knowledge and gear grinding
perspectives in general as well. The focus was always on cost
optimization per workpiece at maximum quality”, Alois Mundt
emphasises. This can be achieved by modifying processes as
well as by developing/enhancing tools and machines. What is
therefore key is how manufacturers of machinery and abrasives
work together, particularly as far as applications are concerned
– including more Grinding Technology Days.

AHK Michigan
Young executives
visiting Kempten
Insight into Liebherr-Verzahntechnik’s production

Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH opened its doors to a group
of young executives from the United States as part of the
“Transatlantic Program for Young Technology Leaders” (TAPYTL). Kempten welcomed twelve rising managerial stars from
various companies in the automotive industry. The delegation
gained an insight into machine tool and automation systems
processes, ranging from design engineering via manufacturing
through to installation.
Under the patronage of the US Ambassador to Germany, the
TAP-YTL exchange programme, which is sponsored by the
German government, brings young engineers and decisionmakers of the future from the USA to Germany for advanced

training. During subject-specific presentations and a tour of the
plant, Dr. Alois Mundt and Dr. Andreas Mehr provided the participants with some impressions of the solutions that Liebherr
delivers to leading vehicle manufacturers around the world,
for instance. James Hollis, Project Manager at the GermanAmerican Chamber of Commerce Midwest, was delighted by
the reception and the programme in Kempten: “We would like
to thank Liebherr for the very interesting day in their factory. Our
initiative relies on companies that support us by providing this
level of transparency and by communicating knowledge about
high-tech solutions and day-to-day application experience.”
www.transatlanticprogram.org
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Liebherr Group’s
Turnover at about
9 Billion Euros
Total turnover reached approximately the same level
as in the previous year
The total turnover of the Liebherr Group in the 2013 business
year reached approximately the same level as in the previous
year. The sales revenue of 8,963.6 million € earned by the
Group was only 126.6 million € or 1.4 % below the 2012
total. In the construction machinery and mining area, turnover
reached 5,630.4 million €, 238.5 million € or 4.1 % below
the previous year’s figure. This figure accounts for rather less
than two-thirds of the total Group turnover. Turnover from the
earthmoving division reached 1,884.7 million € in 2013, and
was therefore 172.5 million € or 8.4 % lower than in the previous year. There was also a drop in turnover from the mining
division: after extremely gratifying growth in 2012, turnover
from large hydraulic excavators and mining trucks fell back
last year by 250.9 million € or 19.4 % to 1,041.7 million €.
This development was part of a negative trend throughout
the worldwide extractive industries sector.
As in the previous year, Liebherr achieved distinct growth with
its mobile cranes. Turnover rose by 138.2 million € or 7.1 %
to 2,077.8 million €. The tower crane division in particular
achieved a most welcome increase in turnover, of 37.4 million €
or 10.4 % to 395.5 million €. Results from the concrete
technology division were also positive: turnover went up by
9.3 million € or 4.2 % to 230.7 million €. Divisions outside
construction machinery and mining recorded an increase in
turnover of 111.9 million € or 3.5 %, to 3,333.2 million €. In
the 2013 business year the maritime cranes division achieved
a turnover of 830.1 million €, a small but positive increase of
2.4 million € or 0.3 % compared with 2012. The aerospace
and transportation systems division continued the previous
year’s positive development with an 87.5 million € (8.5 %) increase in turnover to a total for the year of 1,120.1 million €.
Turnover from the machine tools and automation systems division remained at the previous year’s satisfying level. Following the very significant increase in 2012, turnover in the review

year was 266.4 million €, an increase of 3.7 million € or 1.4 %.
Turnover from the domestic appliances was 909.4 million €, an
increase of 19.5 million € or 2.2 %. Turnover from other products and services almost equalled the previous year’s figure.
Sales revenue dropped by 1.2 million € or 0.6 %, to a new total of 207.2 million €. During 2013 the Liebherr Group’s workforce increased in size by 1,623 employees or approximately
4 %. At the end of the year 39,424 people were employed at
Liebherr Group companies. In the 2013 business year, the
Liebherr Group’s investments reached a total of 830.0 million €,
and thus matched the previous year’s level.
In its initial estimate for 2014, the Liebherr Group expects total
turnover to be equivalent to the 2013 figure, though development will differ from one division to another. There will probably
be a further increase in the size of the workforce.
The Liebherr Group has fundamentally upgraded
its web presence. The incremental relaunch of the
liebherr.com site as an international umbrella brand
portal took its first step on June 30, 2014, when the
corporate section went live.
From the brand values and
company history to the product and service functions
and also the new career
section, the portal provides
information all about Liebherr
under one roof.
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Your
Solution Providers
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH
Kaufbeurer Straße 141
87437 Kempten
Deutschland
Tel.: +49 831 786-0
Fax: +49 831 786-1279
info.lvt@liebherr.com

Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH
Werk Ettlingen
Hertzstraße 9–15
76275 Ettlingen
Deutschland
Tel.: +49 7243 708-0
Fax: +49 7243 708-685
tools.lvt@liebherr.com

Liebherr Machine Tools India Private Limited
353/354, 4th Main, 9th Cross, 4th Phase
Peenya Industrial Area
Bangalore – 560 058
Indien
Tel.: +91 80 41 273033
Fax: +91 80 41 272625
info.mti@liebherr.com

Liebherr-Gear Technology, Inc.
Liebherr Automation Systems Co.
1465 Woodland Drive
Saline, MI 48176–1259
USA
Tel.: +1 7344 297225
Fax: +1 7344 292294
info.lgt@liebherr.com

Liebherr-Utensili s.r.l.
Via Nazioni Unite 18
10093 Collegno TO
Italien
Tel.: +39 114 248711
Fax: +39 114 559964
info.lut@liebherr.com

Liebherr Machinery Service
(Shanghai) Co. Ltd.
Building 1, 88 Maji Road
Waigaoqiao FTZ
200131 Shanghai
P.R. China
Tel.: +86 21 2893 8088
gear.service@liebherr.com

Liebherr Brasil Guindastes
e Máquinas Operatrizes Ltda.
Av. Gal. Ataliba Leonel, 93 Sala 106
Santana
02033-000 São Paulo – SP
Brazil
Tel.: +55 11 2221 3519
Fax: +55 11 3538 1401
info.lbr@liebherr.com

Liebherr-Russland OOO
Bolshoy Palashevskiy pereulok 13/2
123104 Moskau
Russland
Tel.: +7 495 280 18 91
Fax: +7 495 280 18 92
info.lru@liebherr.com

www.liebherr.com

